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Critical to success
Critical to the success of any organisation is
a well-functioning and controlled financial
structure. The existence of weaknesses in
an organisation’s financial processes and
procedures and their exploitation, either
intentionally or accidentally, will detrimentally
impact performance. In turn, this may cause a
failure to achieve business strategic goals or
even the organisation’s demise.
There is no need to look far to see that this is
true; the recent happenings at Carillion, for
example, show that added defects in culture
and practice can magnify inherent weaknesses

and have a multiplier effect on finances.
Whether a large multinational or small charity,
this vulnerability is quite rightly recognised by
executive management charged with running
the organisation and the Board of Directors
or Trustees in their oversight and governance
duties. As a result, they look to specialist
risk and control companies like ourselves to
augment the work undertaken by the statutory
financial auditors and to look more deeply
from a control standpoint at the design and
effectiveness of the organisation’s financial
processes and procedures.
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Top of the game
One way to find out if your organisation is at
the top of its game as regards financial control
is to commission an internal audit; another
equally effective way is to conduct a review.
The distinct advantages of the latter appeal to
both executive management and Boards alike.
A review better augments the work done by
the external auditors - who look for material
misstatement in the financial records - since it
focuses on the growth and development of the
organisation and provides a moderate level of
assurance at a reasonable cost.
Mention of the word “game” got me thinking
that the use of a sporting analogy would
best explain in a more memorable way the
importance of using a review to obtain
assurance that your financial processes and

procedures are match-fit and suitable to assist
you in achieving your business goals.
All puns are intended for, as you will see (and
especially if you love football), using phrases
and references that are common parlance
in football helps to easily explain points that
resonate within what many think of as a dry
topic. As the football manager Bill Shankly once
said, “Football isn’t a matter of life and death;
it’s more important than that”.
Shankly also said: “A football team is like a
piano. You need eight men to carry it and
three who can play the damn thing”. For
most organisations, business financial controls
present a similar challenge.
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“Game of two halves”
A common saying in football, meaning that
the second half is often a complete reversal
of the first so that the fortunes of the teams
switch round and are often attributable to a
manager’s half-time talk or the influence of
external conditions such as the weather or pitch
conditions and slope.
A good financial team will look to smooth the
effect of business conditions or events through
budgeting and management accounting,
making sure changes or the impact of events,

such as the downturn in revenues or increases
in expenditure, are minimised where possible.
Setting a realistic and achievable budget,
followed by regular monitoring of performance
and forecasting so that timely changes can
be made, will enable you to ensure that your
financial year will not be one of two halves. An
independent review of how your budget was
set and confirmation that it is being robustly
managed will enable you to make business
decisions confidently.
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“4-4-2 versus 4-3-3”
Used by some of the greatest teams in
footballing history, the 4-3-3 formation of play
had its root in the Dutch style and became
known as “Total Football”. It is a philosophy
which emphasises fluidity and flexibility among
players and it presents a compelling case
for being the most devastating formation in
football.
In business, this use of innovative tactical
formations translates easily into designing
a financial strategy to achieve the firm’s
objectives.

This strategy coupled with putting in place the
right systems (for example, a general ledger
integrated with management accounting,
human resources, customer relationship
management, fundraising, etc.) will enable
the company to achieve success by being
focused and possessing the agility to adjust and
rebalance. A review of your business strategy
alongside supporting systems and processes
will provide assurance that they are sufficient
and aligned to ensure success.
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“This is our philosophy”
Football Managers often talk about their
philosophy which goes deeper than team
structure and formation of play. It’s about
attitude, style and solidarity, all of which
need to become embedded as the team’s
DNA. We can all equate to this attitude
and know that it is much easier to say
than achieve; so many things (big or small)
exist that can undermine a philosophy.
Their very existence can wash away all the
good work done earlier and that is why
football managers work so hard to ensure
everybody understands and is on the same
page in their commitment to the cause.
In financial terms, for your organisation’s
philosophy, think about “culture” supported
by formal policies and procedures designed
to ensure everything is done the correct

way every time. Core to underpinning this
culture is the need for a Financial Controls
Manual clearly setting requirements
and obligations on committing the firm
to expenditure and the recording of
revenues. The definition of delegated
authority matrices over expenditure and
the governance requirements over the
firm’s cash and assets are all used to
build and enforce attitudes of behaviour
and responsibility within the work force.
Weaknesses here can undo great work
elsewhere in the organisation. A focused
independent review in this area can tell you
whether your philosophy as an organisation
is on firm ground or if it has weaknesses
that competing stresses will inevitably
exploit to create financial harm if not
addressed.
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Squad rotation
Because the football season is so long and there
are many games to play, having a talented
squad, and using it wisely, is often cited as a
reason for success. Rotating players to ensure
that there is no diminution in performance and
results makes good common sense.
Similarly with your own organisation’s financial
control, by exercising segregation of duties and
enforcing minimum holiday periods for staff

in key control positions (i.e. rotating), you are
able to apply oversight that ensures financial
performance is properly maintained. Analysis
and review of your organisation’s financial
controls will let you know if your financial
processes have inherently weak designs or have
deficiencies in their performance; key among
these findings will be the identification of
management override.
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Transfer dealing
Football is fundamentally a business and the
biggest difference between success and failure
is usually the players on the pitch. Bringing in
the right talent and moving on lesser players is
often the difference at both ends of the league
table. The transfer trick is identifying, procuring
and then quickly integrating your new player
(i.e. Asset).
This is no different with your organisation as
the sourcing and procurement of new assets

is vital to the business’s continuing operation,
replacing those assets that are not functioning
as they once did or that have become worn
out through use or age. An independent review
of procurement practices for the purchase of
new assets - not just goods and services but
extended out to all resources including contract
negotiation and renewal - often reveals
opportunities for savings and efficiencies
through scale and value-for-money principles.
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“He’s one of our own”
This now-famous football chant is given to
home-grown players who have come through
the junior ranks. Increasingly nowadays, football
clubs are looking to produce talent from within
by using their own academy structures. The
bigger clubs use them to bolster their squad
of players and the smaller ones to not only
bolster, but hopefully, to uncover a gem from
which they can profit by selling on. Both see
academies as an investment in their future.
In your business similarly, investments are made
in plant, machinery, technology and people.
Such investments are intended to support the

growth and prosperity of the organisation
or the continuance of a service or charitable
cause. Within Finance, a sound investment
and reserves policy is required to maximise
returns on cash deposits, equities or bonds
held. An independent review of your investment
portfolio strategy and its business-wide
performance can provide detailed assurance: as
examples, the firm’s assets are being properly
nurtured, managed and leveraged to the
maximum; appropriate professional advice is
being obtained; and risk is minimised through
diversification and oversight.
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“Back of the net”
A term now widely used to signify achievement
of target or objective, often used to denote
success. Football is awash with statistics such
as possession percentage, pass completion,
number of tackles made and many more. These
statistics are used by managers, analysts and
pundits alike to improve performance, change
tactics and make judgments.
The same is true of your organisation except
that the terms used are: accounting ratios,
key performance indicators, and lead and lag
risk indicators. These financial and operational

metrics are vital to your continued business
survival and are also used by others outside
your organisation to assess you and value
your business; indeed, bad indicators can
lead to customers and investors walking away
while your share price drops. A review of your
financial and operational metrics, assessing
the soundness of the data sources (processes,
systems and controls), can highlight inherent
weaknesses before they arise. Correction of
weaknesses early can prevent the classic “own
goal” syndrome.
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“Doing a Leeds”
Not exercising prudent and tight control can
be disastrous for any organisation. Such a
circumstance led in the 2000s to the demise of
a once proud and prominent football team and
such a phrase has become synonymous with the
potential dire consequences for football clubs
of financial mismanagement.

other football club. The club suffered a financial
meltdown after failing to qualify for the 200203 Champions League; they had to sell players
to meet debt repayments and subsequently
dropped down two levels of the football
pyramid into the third tier, Football League One,
for the first time in their history.

Leeds United FC was a successful Premier
League club that bet everything to achieve
football greatness when they invested heavily to
reach the semi-finals of the lucrative Champions
League competition in Europe but, during this
process, built up large debts, higher than any

The financial problems, competitive challenges
and reputational damage continued for Leeds
United until 2010. The value of an independent
set of fresh eyes on your financial controls can
be immense.
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Pushing on
If you are looking for a company that thinks
differently and that looks to add value by not
just considering the obvious connections,
you should contact us. Xcina Consulting can
provide training and mentoring to your staff
on all aspects of your financial processes
and control frameworks to manage risks. We

recognize that different organisations have
very different needs and so will benefit from
different analytical solutions such as a Review
or an Internal Audit. In both, the quantity and
style of work is the same and we are “solution”orientated with the goal of contributing to the
success of your organisation.
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For further information please get in touch
with our team.
Email: consulting@xcina.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0)20 3985 8467

Head Office
1 King William Street
London
EC4N 7AF
Xcinaconsulting.com

